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Type H – Compound Words
In these questions find the word from the first group and the word from the
second group that go together to make a new compound word. The word from
the first group must come first.
Example
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brake, break, beak
green, red, blue
hat, hot, heat
less, lease, lose
arm, leg, top
snow, frost, hail
soil, sale, so
spa, spar, par
spar, fear, bear
wool, pool, tool
fate, fat, mat
fat, bat, set
slim, dust, thin
hot, shot, pot
best, test, rest
bar, bat, mat
far, bar, tar
tap, map, cap
butter, mutter, bitter
fed, hall, bed
hob, cob, sob

first, fist, fast
shed, house, beard
his, her, him
on, ion, own
end, gate, able
float, day, flake
lad, lid, led
roe, row, raw
man, tan, fan
lend, lent, lens
ten, man, men
fur, fir, her
thing, sing, king
gut, put, soot
rain, mane, sane
he, we, me
kill, kind, king
sign, size, maze
cup, top, tap
room, broom, home
web, ball, wet
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breakfast
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Answers Type H – Compound Words
Example
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brake, break, beak
green, red, blue
hat, hot, heat
less, lease, lose
arm, leg, top
snow, frost, hail
soil, sale, so
spa, spar, par
spar, fear, bear
wool, pool, tool
fate, fat, mat
fat, bat, set
slim, dust, thin
hot, shot, pot
best, test, rest
bar, bat, mat
far, bar, tar
tap, map, cap
butter, mutter, bitter
fed, hall, bed
hob, cob, sob

first, fist, fast
shed, house, beard
his, her, him
on, ion, own
end, gate, able
float, day, flake
lad, lid, led
roe, row, raw
man, tan, fan
lend, lent, lens
ten, man, men
fur, fir, her
thing, sing, king
gut, put, soot
rain, mane, sane
he, we, me
kill, kind, king
sign, size, maze
cup, top, tap
room, broom, home
web, ball, wet
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breakfast
greenhouse
heather
lesson
legend
snowflake
solid
sparrow
spartan
woollens
fatten
father
thinking
shotput
restrain
bathe
barking
capsize
buttercup
bedroom
cobweb

